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Exe c u t i v e  S u m m a ry

BRIGHT ,  PLAYFUL ,  CONFUSING .

At  f irst  glance ,  I  f ind  the  Long  Wharf

Theatre  (LWT )  site  pleasant  with  a

mix  of  bright  colors ,  cute  images ,  and

sleek  black  and  white  text .  

Upon  closer  inspection ,  the  page

feels  disorganized .  There  is  a  video

with  no  description ,  a  vague  request

to  join  their  community  (of  what?) ,  a

call  for  donations ,  and  a  suggestion

to  meet  Jacob  Padrón ,  Who  Jacob

Padrón  is  or  why  you  might  want  to

meet  him  remains  unclear .

Further  down  is  a  nine-page  carousel

describing  the  "We  See  You  White

American  Theatre "  statement  and

LWT 's  action  plan  as  an  anti-racist

institution .     

Finally ,  we  get  to  a  black  and  white  l ist

of  names .  Though  meaningful  to  people

who  know  what  they  represent ,  is  out  of

context ,  especially  i f  the  site  visitor  did

not  take  the  t ime  to  read  the  carousel

sl ides  which  precede  i t .   

LWT  is  trying  to  brand  i tself  as  fun ,

exciting ,  welcoming ,  and  at  the  forefront

of  a  movement  toward  anti-racism .

Unfortunately ,  because  of  lack  of

context ,  the  messaging  fal ls  f lat .

In  the  fol lowing  pages ,  I  will  look  at

some  further  issues  and  make

recommendations  to  help  LWT  create

clarity  on  their  webpages .
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ON  CONTEXT

Long  Wharf  Theatre  has  a  long  history  in  New

Haven  and  is  trying  to  position  i tself  as  a  theatre

in  the  community ,  for  the  community .  As  an

institution  with  a  50+ year  history ,  the  available

content  seems  to  expect  the  user  to  already

understand  what  Long  Wharf  Theatre  is .  While  the

main  pages  of  the  website  celebrate  their  hearty

embrace  of  equity  and  diversity ,  the  message

often  lacks  context  which  may  confuse  a  user  who

is  not  famil iar  with  the  theatre  or  i ts  priorit ies .

ON  ARCHITECTURE

The  architecture  of  the  site  is  struggling .  The  use

of  text  over  graphics  and  a  lack  of  organizational

hierarchy  on  the  pages  make  the  site  confusing

and  unappealing  past  f irst  glance .  What  seems  to

be  an  attempt  at  a  reverse-chronological  feed  on

the  One City,  Many Stages  page  makes  i t  feel  l ike

a  dumping  ground  rather  than  a  useful  source  of

information .  

ON  STRATEGY

It  doesn 't  matter  how  interesting  your

programming  is  i f  no  one  can  f ind  i t .  Lack  of

Search  Engine  Optimization  is  hurting  LWT 's

abil ity  to  attract  new  clients .  Content  strategy

must  be  created  and  maintained  to  ensure  each

piece  of  content  created  will  benefit  the

organization .  

All  images  used  in  this  report  were  created  by  and  belong  to  Long

Wharf  Theatre  and  were  borrowed  from  their  website .  

ON  CONTENT

The  written  content  far  exceeds  web  writing  best

practices .  Blog  posts  average  between  1 ,000  -

2 ,500  words  and  rarely  incorporate  headers .  There

are  few  recent  articles  about  this  theatre ,  or

theatre  in  general .  There  are  categories  for  topics

including  dramaturgy ,  playwrights ,  in rehearsal ,
and  actor profi les ,  but  the  only  recently  active

category  is  Social  Commentary .  The  voice  of  these

recent  articles  is  affected  and  snobbish  and  do

not  match  the  fun  and  playful  atmosphere  the

rest  of  the  site  is  trying  to  portray .



T ITLES

S E O

SEARCH  ENGINE  OPTIMIZATION  DRIVES  TRAFFIC  TO  A  WEBSITE

Page titles are important because they tell the user at first glance what is on
the page ,  enable users to tab between pages in their browser ,  and allow
search engines to match a website page to a user search .

I  used  the  Screaming  Frog  SEO  Spider  to  crawl  the  LWT  website  to  highlight

various  SEO  issues .  
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All 1 ,013 pages of the LWT website used page titles .  Of those titles ,  290 were
above the maximum characters for viewing in a search engine .  Using a title
that is more than 60 characters will result in the search engine truncating
titles in its results .  

Only 29 of the 1 ,013 titles did not include"- Long Wharf Theatre" which helps
create continuity and trust with the user .  

F INDINGS

Truncated  t i t l es  don ' t

g i ve  the  user  much

in format ion  and  resu l t

in  l ower  c l i ck  ra tes .Recommendat ion : Keep page titles under 60
characters for best search results .



META -DESCRIPT IONS

S E O

SEARCH  ENGINE  OPTIMIZATION  DRIVES  TRAFFIC  TO  A  WEBSITE

A meta-description is information that cannot be seen on the page but helps
search engines categorize the page .  It also shows up under the page title on
search results to help users decide if the page is of interest to them .  
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A  combinat ion  of  proper l y  wr i t ten  t i t l es  and  meta -descr ipt ions  wi l l

inc rease  webs i te  t ra f f i c  by  he lp ing  the  user  f ind  in fo rmat ion  that

matches  the i r  search  request .

Recommendat ion : Include meta-descriptions on every page that are concise 

(under 155 characters) and accurately describe the page content .

As with titles ,  making your meta-description too long will end up in
truncated descriptions in search results .  This can be especially problematic
when the page title does not adequately describe the page content .

Of the 1 ,013 pages on the LWT website ,  857 have no meta-descriptions .  With
no meta-description showing in search results ,  the user may not know if the

F INDINGS

link is something they want to
click ,  especially combined with a
truncated title .

Of the 156 pages that used meta-

descriptions ,  five went over the
recommended 155 character limit .  



HEADINGS

S E O

SEARCH  ENGINE  OPTIMIZATION  DRIVES  TRAFFIC  TO  A  WEBSITE

Headings live within the body of a webpage and create a hierarchy for the
flow of information .  These are important for organizing the content on a
page and to improve page accessibility .

Every page included a hidden H1 header of "Latest News" that was followed
by a visible header that described the page .  This hidden header may be
purposeful or might be leftover from a previous website iteration .  While it
does not have any impact on the visible hierarchy of the page ,  it could
possibly be confusing for a user who is accessing the site via a screen reader .

Proper  use  of  H1  -  H6  headers  he lp  organ ize  content  on  a  page .
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The "About Us" page is an excellent example of the use of headers to create a
clear hierarchy of information .

F INDINGS

H1 -2  Header  

H2  Header  

H2  Header  

H2  Header  

H3  Header  



WHY  I T 'S  IMPORTANT

Ac c e s s i b i l i ty

ENSURING  A  POSIT IVE  USER  EXPERIENCE  FOR  EVERYONE

It is important to keep accessibility in mind when building a website and
creating content for that site .  Individuals with different needs may want to
access your information through various methods including a screen reader ,
adjusted font size ,  or keyboard navigation .
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Recommendat ion : Use fewer images which include text without using
corresponding text in the body of the page .  Alternatively ,  use alt text in
images instead of hiding them through ARIA .  Use WAVE to audit all main
pages to ensure greater accessibility of content .

After noticing sporadic use of alt text ,  I ran a few pages of the LWT website
through WAVE - a web accessibility evaluation tool .  The main page brought
back 33 errors including 24 missing form labels and empty links .  These will not
be seen by screen readers .  

LWT has incorporated the use of ARIA - attributes that define ways to make
web content more accessible to people with disabilities .  Often ,  instead of
creating alt text to describe the images ,  they are simply hidden with ARIA in
order to make the page less confusing for the screen readers .

F INDINGS

On the live site ,  this graphic
describes an event ,  and is a
clickable link that brings the user
to a full page dedicated to Play
Club .  The red box at the bottom
of this image signals that this
image is missing alt text ,  which
would render it useless to a
screen reader .  The purple box in
the top left signifies that this

image will be hidden with ARIA .  While hiding the image may help keep the
website easier to navigate for some users with disabilities ,  it ha limited the
number of people who will be able to find the Play Club page from the One
City ,  Many Stages page .



ALT  TEXT

Ac c e s s i b i l i ty

ENSURING  A  POSIT IVE  USER  EXPERIENCE  FOR  EVERYONE

Alt Text is a description of an image placed in the HTML of a page that can
be seen when the image otherwise cannot be viewed .  This is especially
helpful for individuals using screen readers and those who may not have
enough bandwidth to load the images on a website .  Alt text also helps
search engines understand what images are being displayed on your page .
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Recommendat ion : Include alt text on all images that do not correspond to 

text in the body of the page .  

160 of the 875 images on
the website did not
include alt text .  Of those
that did have alt text ,  it
was often not
descriptive of the image
being shown .  

F INDINGS

The website relies heavily
on graphic images to
draw user interest .  These
images often include
information about the
program or event being
advertised ,  but do not
include alt text
describing this
information to a user
who may not be able to
load the images .  


